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Bernhard Kibler is in charge of motorhomes at Hymer. 
He has been with the company since 1989.
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Bernhard Kibler is in charge of motorhomes at Hymer. 
He has been with the company since 1989.

We use this edge to offer you more – 

more choice, more comfort, more 

safety. Anyone who has been on the 

road in a Hymer motorhome will ap-

preciate the difference. The thing that 

makes travelling a unique adventure 

here is the diversity of high quality 

 details. And more than 50 years of 

 experience that we draw upon to bring 

these details for you into perfect 

 harmony.

You can gain a particularly good impres-

sion of this from the new model year. 

In the second half of this brochure you 

can find a detailed overview of the main 

equipment features, accompanied in each 

case by images and an explanation. This 

way, you can get to know the  model 

 series of your choice even better.

Of course, a description is no substi-

tute for first-hand experience of the 

original. You should therefore take 

 advantage of the opportunity at your 

Hymer trading partner to carefully look 

around your dream vehicle and, better 

still, take it for a test drive. Our close-

knit dealer and service network in 

 Germany and Europe provides you with 

the assurance that there is always 

 first-class support nearby. 

A general overview of the Hymer 

model series can be seen on the next 

double page. Here, you can compare the 

basic features of our motorhomes easily 

and conveniently – as an initial orienta-

tion aid to determine which vehicles 

best match your individual require-

ments. Further information about all 

available floor layouts and equipment 

versions can be obtained as always 

our customers contribute to this site 

on a regular basis and make it a lively 

and informative place to visit. You can 

find valuable tips covering the whole 

 spectrum of holidaying on wheels with 

the original. Experience them yourself: 

the mobile homes from Hymer.

from your Hymer trading partner or 

www.hymer.com. You can also order the 

latest catalogues from there for all of 

the models.

If, in addition, you are among the 

growing number of Facebook users, 

we would be delighted to hear about 

your journeys and experiences at 

www.facebook.com/hymerAG. Many of 

For generations of holidaymakers, Hymer is the epitome of holidaying on wheels. And there is a good reason for this: 

Since the invention of the motorhome by Erwin Hymer in 1961, our vehicles have set standards and affect develop-

ments in this area of industry. Whatever class you are searching in: at Hymer you will always find the original.

“For us, the name Hymer is a bond. And for our 

customers a promise. These motorhomes 

offer the best performance and the best quality 

in any vehicle category.”  Bernhard Kibler

Always an original
Hymer Motorhomes
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Compact

The sporty companionThe streamline editionThe elegant editionThe compact edition

Compact semi-integrated 
vehicle with a high level 

of driving comfort 
for unlimited flexibility

Agile integrated 
vehicle with additional 

equipment for even 
more living comfort

Semi-integrated vehicle 
with exclusive design 
and comprehensive 

 additional equipment

Sporty semi-integrated 
vehicle with 

exclusive design and 
 additional equipment

Model series

Features
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Profile

Under 3500 kg

Over 3500 kg

≈ 2 m

2.22 m

2.35 m

Multi-purpose 
double floor

Winterised 
as standard

Safety comes as 
standard at Hymer +  +  +  A IRBAGS  +  +  +  ABS  +  +  +  ESP  +  +  +  ELECTR IC  ADJUSTABLE  WINDOWS +  + 

Van Premium 50

SPECIAL EDITIONS THE MODEL SERIES

Tramp CL

Simply spacious

Generous semi- 
integrated vehicle with 
a high level of  driving 

and living comfort

Tramp Premium 50 Exsis-i Premium 50

Comfort for everyone’s needs
Hymer Motorhomes

Chassis
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a high level of  driving 

and living comfort

Tramp Premium 50 Exsis-i Premium 50
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Hymer Motorhomes
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B Class

The benchmark 
for mobile holidays

Premium integrated 
 vehicle with great amount 
of space and very high 
level of living comfort

Model series
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Features

Profile

Under 3500 kg

Over 3500 kg

≈ 2 m

2.22 m

2.35 m

Multi-purpose 
double floor

Winterised 
as standard

+  A IRBAGS  +  +  +  ABS  +  +  +  ESP  +  +  +  ELECTR IC  ADJUSTABLE  WINDOWS +  +  + Safety comes as 
standard at Hymer

Exsis-i

The new lightness

Integrated vehicle of 
the 3-ton class with a 

very high level of driving 
and living comfort

THE MODEL SERIES

StarLight

Easygoing pleasure

Premium integrated 
vehicle under 3.5 tons 
with exclusive driving 

and living comfort

StarLine

Better by “star”

Premium integrated 
vehicle with heated double 
floor as well as exclusive 
driving and living comfort 

B Class SL

Comfort 
without compromise

Exclusive integrated 
vehicle with the highest 

level of comfort and 
particularly generous 

amount of space

From the compact semi-integrated to the integrated vehicles of the premium class, every Hymer motorhome model 

series has its own particular profile – and also offers you a diverse range of floor layouts and equipment options. 

Here, you can find the right vehicle to meet your individual desires and needs.

Chassis
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Welcome to the superlative class of mobile holidaying! The exclusive Hymermobil B-Class SL pushes 

 conventional boundaries. With a length of up to 8.49 metres and pioneering technical equipment, it offers 

the independence, comfort and appearance of a liner – at the price of a “normal” integrated motorhome.

“Those looking for something special will find what they’re 

looking for here in more places than one. The Hymermobil 

B-Class SL is pure independence and luxury – an all-round 

perfect world within itself.” markus horn, head of overall marketing

Hymermobil B-Class SL
Comfort without compromise – for the highest expectations

of all the many special features, the 

first thing that comes to light in the 

newly crafted model series is the mas-

sive amount of space. The long vehicle 

length is taken advantage of for a mod-

ern studio concept with flowing transi-

tions. Huge comfort seating groups and 

a unique standing height of 2.15 metres 

distinguish the living space of all three 

floor layouts, which is accessed through 

an extra wide entry door. The front swiv-

elling passenger seat, which is offset to 

the side, opens the way here to the cab.  

A raised partition to the rear sleeping 

area facilitates access to the large beds.

the highest level of mobility comfort 

is expected in the B-Class SL from the 

outset. Electric entry steps with ergo-

nomically optimised dimensions to the 

driver door (automatic) and to the entry 

door, the illuminated doorway and a large 

grab handle in the entry area make it 

 especially easy to climb aboard and alight 

the vehicle. As with the rear beds, the 

1.50 metre wide drop-down bed above 

the cab can also be reached comfortably. 

In lowered state, it rests firmly on a low 

base – and, at the same time, also offers 

the greatest amount of  headroom.

in all beds, the Hymer sleeping comfort 

system with multi-zone cold foam 

 mattresses and high quality disc-type 

bed frames assure a restful and peaceful 

night’s sleep. With their electric height 

adjustable top section, all rear beds can 

also be adjusted to the desired sleeping 

position at the press of a button: the 

 single beds in the B 674 SL and B 778 SL 

as well as the classy queen-size bed of the 

B 798 SL. And should you need to get up in 

the night, you can find your way immedi-

ately thanks to the integrated night lights.

the entire interior lighting is equipped 

with modern, energy-saving LED tech-

nology and can be dimmed as desired. 

This means that the energy required to 

power the lights is about three quarters 

less and the periods between recharging 

the powerful 160 Ah leisure battery are 

respectively longer. Even the extra large 

water tanks with a capacity of 190 litres 

(fresh water) and 175 litres (grey water) 

save you unnecessary replenishment 

stops and make you independent on your 

travels. For unimpaired mobility, you can 

park your scooter and bicycles comfort-

6



150 HP
6-speed

ably in the huge rear garage with a 

 capacity of up to 350 kilograms.

enjoy your independence in the Hymer-

mobil B-Class SL in all seasons and 

weather. Glass-fibre reinforced plastic 

(GFK) protects the roof and underbody 

against hailstones and stone-chips. And 

the foam filled PUAL wall structure, not 

seen anywhere else in the world, the high 

quality framed windows and multiple 

seals, not forgetting the frost-protected 

onboard installation in the heated 

 multi-purpose double floor, mean that 

the  vehicles are completely winterised. 

The highest level of heating comfort is 

 assured by the ALDE hot water heater, 

fitted as standard: Thanks to its two 

 independent heating circuits, the tem-

perature in the living space, bedroom 

and underfloor heating can be regulated 

separately as required.
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only the best of everything: the hymermobil B-Class sL offers exceptionally well crafted high-tech 
furniture with high quality medical drawers in the kitchen, drawers with a servo soft closing feature 
as well as embedded aluminium profiles and soft Close function on all roof storage cupboards.
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“Of the numerous luxury items, my favourites  

are the real glass shower doors in the large open washrooms 

and the electric kitchen equipment drawer above  

the sink.” silke fischer, head of personnel Department

Hymermobil B-Class SL

handling. In critical situations, support is 

given by the intelligent safety systems.

for safety without compromise, the 

B-Class SL offers perfect all-round visi-

bility thanks to the panoramic window in 

the cab, electrically adjustable and heat-

ed exterior mirrors, the tried and tested 

3-blade windscreen wiper system, day-

time running lights, fog lights and also 

driver and front passenger airbags. To 

find out how little compromise there is in 

terms of comfort, you should see for 

yourself with a test drive at your Hymer 

trading partner.

while on the road, the automatic air 

conditioning system in the cab keeps the 

temperature at a comfortable level – and 

also transforms the glove compartment 

into a practical coolbox if desired. The 

cruise control system enables comfort-

able driving at a constant speed. On 

mountains and when accelerating, the 

150 HP turbodiesel engine and preci-

sion 6-speed gearbox mean that you can 

make ground effortlessly. The wider rear 

axle on the special AL-KO frame and also 

the additional trailing axle on the B 778 SL 

and B 798 SL models ensure optimal road 

9
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Hymermobil B-Class SL – Living comfort
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01  Comfort seating group in the B 778 SL with 1.65 metre long  
L-shaped seating group and extra-wide opposing bench seat.

02  B 778 SL with “Leder Kiesel” upholstery and open access  
to the large single beds in the rear.

03  Attractive sideboard with control panel, glass cabinet and bar –  
seen here in the entry area of the B 778 SL.

04  Bright living space in B 778 SL with pleasant indirect lighting  
and dimmer switch for all lights.

05  Huge amount of space at the comfort seating group  
around the rotating and sliding luxury table.

In terms of comfort and spaciousness, this seating group cannot be beat-
en: With its anatomically formed padding, the extra long L-shaped bench 
seat provides the ultimate in relaxation. The large luxury table with genuine 
wooden frame can be made wider, moved in longitudinal or lateral direction 
or rotated about 360 degrees as required.

11



01 03

02

01  Comfortable access to the lowered drop-down bed at the front,  
which sits securely on a firm base with no swaying.

02  Drop-down bed of B 778 SL in folded up state –  
with comfortable standing height of 1.90 metres in cab.

03  1.50 metre wide, fully usable sleeping area on lowered  
drop-down bed with headroom of up to 1.00 metre.

04  Generous single beds with electrically adjustable top section,  
seen here in the rear of the B 778 SL.
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Hymermobil B-Class SL – Sleeping comfort
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Hymermobil B-Class SL – Washing comfort
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“The real glass door of the shower cubicle, the ceramic 
WC and lots of space – you really feel like you’re at  
home in these open washrooms.” Dieter Köppe, Head of Procurement
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01  Room-high pull out cupboard as high quality stowage space for kitchen supplies  
and utensils, seen here in the B 778 SL.

02  Electrically-controlled, illuminated pull-out cupboard above the sink  
for kitchen equipment – with its own 230 volt plug socket.

03  Generous kitchenette of the B 778 SL with practical,  
integrated medical drawer in the floor cabinet.

04  Bright, large solid (optional) worktop with covered 3-flame cooker,  
flush-fit sink and head chef lighting.

16
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Hymermobil B-Class SL – Kitchen comfort
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01  Large stowage compartment under opposing bench seat  
with convenient means of access from inside and out.

02  Heated maxi stowage compartment under the L-shaped bench seat  
with two storage levels and exterior flap with gas struts.

03  Huge rear garage with a load rating of 350 kilograms  
and full-sized doors on both sides with gas struts.

04  Room-high wardrobe in the B 778 SL with flexible shelving and second clothes rail.

05  Versatile underfloor storage compartments in the heated multi-purpose double floor,  
seen here in the entry area of the B 778 SL.
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Hymermobil B-Class SL – Storage comfort
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The prevents cold bridges and ensures a very 
high level of  stability - likewise provided 
by the plastic corner profile surround (E) 
and the full elastic bond (F) to the vehicle roof. 
The foam-filled GFK floor (G) rounds off 
the heat protection.

Unique Hymer-PUAL wall structure: 
Just 3.5 centimetres thick but the PUAL wall in 
the Hymermobil has the insulating effect of an 
80 cm brick wall (A). The fine pored polyurethane 
foam (B) is joined completely to the sturdy 
 aluminium outer skin (C) and the breathable 
plywood layer (D) inside the vehicle. 

Hymermobil B-Class SL – Inside temperature

A cosy island
When embarking on your travels, the environment in your Hymermobil B-Class SL is pleasant and healthy 

all year round. This is assured by the perfect heat insulation, the convenient controllable hot water heating 

with heated floor and “breathable” interior walls that capture and release humidity.

The central ALDE hot water heater 

beneath the seating group ensures that 

heat distribution is optimal throughout 

the vehicle thanks to its numerous con-

vectors. These are located, among other 

places, in the instrument panel, in the 

cab and seating group, in the washroom 

and kitchen, around the rear beds, in the 

multi-purpose double floor and in the 

garage and exterior storage compart-

ments.

Convenient temperature control is 

enabled by the system’s two heater cir-

cuits. The heat supply to the interior and 

the double floor (underfloor heating ef-

fect) can be regulated separately. In ad-

dition, a ball valve also makes it possible 

to vary the heating output in the rear 

sleeping area. Thanks to this 3-zone con-

trol system, the desired temperature 

conditions can be set without trouble.

The integrated heat exchanger con-

nects the living space heater to the en-

20
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gine cooling circuit. On one hand, the 

heat from the engine can thereby warm 

the interior while the vehicle is in motion. 

On the other hand, the engine can be 

preheated in winter via the heating sys-

tem, which means it is ready for opera-

tion straightaway even if it has been 

parked up for a long period.

Even in the cab there are several sourc-

es of heat that ensure a cosy tempera-

ture. The convectors integrated in the 

instrument panel form a hot air curtain 

against the front window and keep the 

cold away from people with their backs 

to the windscreen. Beneath the seats are 

convectors with a booster fan, which 

quickly distributes the hot air.

Safely protected against frost is the 

whole onboard installation and likewise 

the items stowed in the exterior com-

partments. The central control system, 

the leisure battery, the pipework/lines 

and tanks are fully housed in the heated 

double floor. Convectors in the garage 

and stowage compartments keep freez-

ing temperatures at bay.

üü Highly efficient thermally- 
insulated PUAL body  
with double floor

üü ALDE hot water heating  
with engine heat exchanger

üü 3-zone control:  
Living space, sleeping area, 
double floor

üü Cab heating with convectors 
in the instrument panel  
and booster fan  
under the cab seats

üü Heated stowage space  
in the double floor,  
garage and exterior stowage 
compartments

üü Frost-proof,  
heated onboard installation  
(inc. leisure battery)

üü Heated fresh water  
and grey water tanks

Versatile multi-purpose double floor: The multi-purpose double floor of the Hymermobil B-Class 
SL combines warmth, security, stability and stowage space in an ideal way • Integrated in the 
extra strong, 3 cm thick flooring are a wide range of heated underfloor storage compartments 
that can be utilised conveniently from the inside of the vehicle • The height of 12.5 cm in the 
living space is increased to 30 cm in the rear of the vehicle. The space there is also accessible via 
the large exterior storage compartments and the garage • The onboard installations and the  
water supply are also routed through this heated void to protect against freezing temperatures • 
The 3.5 cm thick, foam-filled underbody with GFK skin provides perfect downward insulation.

21



** *

Electronic brake force distribution (EBV): 
This system apportions the brake force optimally 
to both axles depending on the situation. 
In this way, the greatest possible braking 
force is achieved and, at the same time, 
the vehicle is prevented from breaking 
out through “overbraking” at the rear axle.

Anti-skid regulation (ASR):
If traction is lost at a wheel (wheel slip), 
this is detected by the electronics and the 
wheel is braked automatically. This makes 
it much easier to drive off and accelerate 
on slippery surfaces and the vehicle is 
prevented from sliding sideways at the rear.

Hill holder:
On gradients of about 5 % and steeper, 
this drive-off assistant maintains the brake 
pressure briefly after the brake pedal has 
been released. In this way, rolling back of 
the vehicle is prevented and comfortable 
drive-off is enabled – even in reverse.

Driver and front passenger airbag: 
Both seats in the cab are equipped as 
standard with Fiat airbags. In the event 
of an accident they are triggered in a fraction 
of a second and prevent severe head injuries. 
If an airbag is  triggered, the seat belt 
is tensioned at the same time.

Electronic stability program (ESP):
In critical situations, skidding or breaking 
out of the vehicle is prevented by engine 
speed  adjustment and by targeted braking 
of individual wheels. 

Traction Plus:
In conjunction with ESP, this system ensures 
greater traction on difficult terrain by 
distributing the torque to the front wheels 
in a targeted manner. This makes it easier 
to drive-off on wet grass, for example, or 
manoeuvre over muddy ground.

Hymermobil B-Class SL – Road safety

* Not available on vehicles with AL-KO trailing axle (B 778 SL, B 798 SL) for technical reasons.

Also in traffic a class of its own
Whether two axles or three, with the Hymermobil B-Class SL you can enjoy unique safety on the road.  

It enhances the familiar high standard of road safety from the B-Class with valuable additions: for perfect 

vision and best control over the vehicle thanks to modern electronic safety systems.

22



Good view behind:
The large, heated exterior mirrors are 
colour  coded and optimally positioned. 
They can also be adjusted comfortably 
by electrical means from the driver’s seat. 
Thanks to the wide angle mirrors on both 
sides there is no blind spot next to the vehicle.

Anti-lock braking system (ABS): 
Now somewhat of a classic among electronic 
control systems, this system prevents the 
wheels from blocking during emergency braking 
and, in this way, keeps the vehicle steerable. 
Familiar, light pulsation at the brake pedal 
can be detected during ABS intervention.

Daytime running lights as standard: 
See and be seen is important in equal amounts 
when travelling by road. The daytime running 
lights are therefore a standard feature 
of the Hymer headlights. For unimpeded 
travel in countries where day driving 
lights are already compulsory.

 creates not just a unique impression of “open 
plan” driving. At the same time, is also provides 
maximum overview and safety. The electric 
 adjustable exterior mirrors and the optional 
 reversing camera serve as a perfect supplement 
to this.

Perfect all-round vision: 
The high panoramic front window and the large 
side windows in the cab really open up the 
view in all directions. Moreover, the area right 
in front of the vehicle is also clear to see from 
the driver’s seat thanks to the lowered instru-
ment panel. This unhindered all-round view 

can be identified by the three parallel wiper arm 
design, which has been continually optimised 
during this time. Independent tests confirm its 
outstanding effect and the good field of view 
from Hymer.

Best vision in any weather: 
The 3-arm windscreen wiper system on the 
 panoramic front window ensures that the road 
can be seen even during heavy downfall. Thanks 
to the large, wide wiping range, edges of the 
road and crossroads can also be seen well. Every 
Hymermobil built in almost two decades to date 

Illustrations for example only. Changes possible.

Drive safely in fog:
The foglamps are standard equipment. 
They are fitted low in the bottom 
section of the front skirt so they 
have a longer range in fog.

Hymermobil B-Class SL – Road safety
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Discover even more highlights at a Hymer trading partner near you.

Driving comfort with cruise control: 
Comfortable and safe at a steady, 
controlled speed – the onboard 
cruise control system makes this possible. 

Practical aids: 
The cab doors are equipped 
with electric window regulators 
and an automatic electric step.  

Heating with hot water: 
As a high quality alternative to hot air heating, 
the ALDE hot water heating system delivers 
 particularly comfortable warmth with its diverse 
convectors - at the instrument panel as well. 
If desired, the system can be ordered with an 
 energy-saving heat exchanger.

Tailored undercarriage:
The specially developed AL-KO lightweight frame 
with independent suspension forms the perfect 
basis for construction of the motorhomes. 
Its optimally positioned wheelbase assures equal 
weight distribution, even when the vehicle is 
fully loaded.

Calm driving and living comfort: 
The high quality fabric trim on the ceiling (A) 
and on the underside of the pull-down 
bed (B) enable pleasant acoustics. Even the 
flock- finished instrument panel and the noise 
insulated driver door contribute towards 
a genuine feel-good atmosphere in the cab.

Hymermobil B-Class SL – Highlights from series production

The luxury that you would expect
Take a trip in a Hymermobil B-Class SL and you will feel like you are on a liner. Luxury is included here  

as standard, with absolutely no compromise. The most important equipment features are shown in this 

overview. To experience them yourself, see your Hymer trading partner.

Air conditioning in cab: 
For a pleasant temperature while 
on the road there is an automatic front 
air conditioning system in the centre 
console of the instrument panel. 
It can be operated automatically 
or switched on manually.

24



Illustrations for example only. Changes possible.

Access without barriers: 
The engine compartment beneath the windscreen 
is easy to open and provides a large access area. 
This makes it convenient to check and replenish 
the oil, coolant and windscreen washer fluid.  
The lamps of the headlights are also easy to  
access and can be replaced extremely easily.

Best guard against dazzling light:
For a safe journey even when the sun 
is low in the sky, both seats in the cab 
are equipped with flexible sun visors. 
The visors attached to the pull-down 
bed can be adjusted for any sunlight 
intensity via two pivot points.

Permanent protection from underneath:
With its indestructible GFK underbody, 
the vehicles are practically immune from 
weather-related damage. Even stone-
chips, grit and dirt are kept at bay by the 
underbody – a secure foundation for the 
entire service life of the motorhome.

Highest level of leak-tightness: 
The vehicle roof is made from sturdy aluminium 
and has no longitudinal seams through which 
water could ingress from above. As additional 
protection against weather and hailstones, 
a GFK coating serves to prevent mechanical 
damage to the surface of the roof. 

Thermal protection in cab: 
As in the living space, the best insulation 
properties are assured right at the front 
of the vehicle. The double skin GFK front-end, 
filled in between with a PU foam thermal 
insulation layer, ensures that cold is kept 
at bay in the front area of the motorhome.

View without cold bridges: 
The high quality Seitz S7 window frames are 
equipped with double acrylic glazing – for 
 optimal thermal insulation. The powder-coated 
aluminium frame is particularly lightweight 
and sturdy and also features an insulation layer 
to protect against cold bridges.

Hymermobil B-Class SL – Highlights from series production

More light underway: 
Two bright LED reading lamps supply the cab 
with good lighting during a journey if required. 
The spotlights integrated in the furniture are 
attached to the underside of the drop-down 
bed and can be switched on 
and off conveniently via a touch function.

Radio remote central locking: 
Driver door, entry door and both garage 
doors can be locked and unlocked conveniently 
via the radio remote control of the key fob. 
This means that, at the same time, 
thanks to the central locking there is no 
chance of forgetting to lock one of the doors.

Fresh air in a jiffy: 
The modern Seitz S7 framed windows are 
equipped with convenient one-handed operation. 
Unlike conventional windows there 
is no longer a need to unlock several catches. 
Instead, just one central window handle 
does the job.
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Discover even more highlights at a Hymer trading partner near you.

Guard against dirt: 
All wheels of the front and rear axle 
are equipped with large mudguards. 
They prevent dirt or snow coming into contact 
with components close to the ground, such 
as the grey water drainage pipe or exhaust 
system, and adhering to these areas.

Helpful exterior light: 
The powerful LED awning light with 
rainwater deflector is already part 
of the standard  equipment. 
It illuminates a wide area outside 
the entry door, thereby making it safe 
to alight the vehicle in the dark.

No chance of moisture: 
All of the vehicle doors and also all of the exterior 
stowage compartment flaps and doors are 
protected against rain and spray water by 
additional spray water seals. This means that there 
is no chance of water ingress between the door 
and frame and nothing will freeze shut in the cold. 

Pin-point support:
The Hymer comfort sleeping system with high quality 
disc-type bed frames go hand-in-hand with 
the multi-zone cold foam mattresses for optimal 
comfort. Each area of the body is supported with 
just the right amount of counter-pressure with 
pin-point accuracy – for a cosy, peaceful sleep.

Almost like real porcelain: 
The high quality washbasins made from 
classy “cool glass” are attractive, extremely 
sturdy and durable. As far as looks and feel 
are concerned, it is very similar to porcelain. 
Unlike conventional washbasins, scratches 
and damage can simply be polished out.

Hymermobil B-Class SL – Highlights from series production

Unique seating comfort: 
For the large, comfortable seating groups 
only the best upholstery foam and fabrics 
are used. All of the seats and backrests are 
anatomically formed. The generous L-shaped 
bench seat is between 1.35 metres and 1.65 
metres long depending on the floor layout.

Comfortable all-rounder: 
The swivel, tilt and height adjustable 
lounge seats in the cab are fully covered 
in the same fabric as the living space. 
With a high level of seating comfort and large 
arm rests, they are as inviting for a relaxed drive 
as a pleasant evening in front of the television.

Plenty of elbow room in the cab: 
When turning around towards the seating group, 
the front passenger seat moves towards the side  
of the vehicle. In this way, the gap between the 
driver‘s seat and front passenger‘s seat is increased 
for the living room configuration, thereby 
significantly improving elbow room in the cab.

Always in the right position: 
The luxury table with classy real wood frame can 
be adjusted in width, if required, as well as 
rotated about 360 degrees (infinitely variable) and 
moved in longitudinal and lateral direction. In this 
way, it can be reached from any point and in any 
situation optimally - and is never in the way.
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Illustrations for example only. Changes possible.

Brightness at day and night:
The large crank skylight in the living space 
lets in lots of daylight directly and creates 
a pleasant, natural ambience in the interior 
of the vehicle. At night, the integrated 
LED spotlights provide a good spread of light.

Undisturbed privacy:
To blackout the front of the vehicle, 
the  Hymermobil has concertina blinds 
all around the cab area. The high quality 
curtain material and the colour coded 
curtain rail create a warm living room 
atmosphere – and keep nosy glances at bay.

Lots of stowage space above the beds:
On the backwall and at the foot end of the beds 
there are large, deep roof storage cupboards, 
which offer an additional means of storage,  
e. g. for clothing. This utilises the “air space” 
above the beds optimally without limiting  
freedom of movement.

More headroom in sleeping area: 
Mosquito nets and blackout blinds 
are fully  integrated in the frame of the 
large clear glass skylights (40 x 40 cm) 
above the rear beds. In this way, 
the skylights barely encroach on the 
interior and permit the full standing height.

Cosy bedroom atmosphere: 
All of the walls in the sleeping area are 
equipped with a high quality microfibre coating. 
This soft surface creates a friendly and warm 
atmosphere and pleasant ambient sound. 
It can be cleaned easily if needed.

LED

Energy-saving LED lights: 
The interior lighting throughout the vehicle 
 features LED technology as standard. 
This saves 3/4 of the energy and increases the 
service life of the battery by numerous hours. 
Since LEDs do not become hot, fire and 
accident safety is also enhanced.

Night guidance: 
The night lighting in the skirting boards aids 
 orientation in the motorhome without waking 
up fellow travellers with bright light – 
for example when visiting the toilet at night. 
The discreet LED spotlights can be switched 
on and off conveniently from all bed spaces. 

Hymermobil B-Class SL – Highlights from series production

Comfortable boarding and alighting: 
The extra-wide entry door with blackout 
window and mosquito screen features 
an automatic electric double step. 
Ergonomically placed and illuminated 
steps and a large grab handle 
facilitate boarding.
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Discover even more highlights at a Hymer trading partner near you.

Radio/
TV ready

Prepared for radio and TV: 
Loudspeakers in the sleeping area 
and living space, wiring and a socket 
and also a radio aerial 
are factory fitted items in every vehicle. 
All that is needed is for a radio and/
or television to be plugged in.

Kitchen comfort like at home: 
Large drawers in the lower kitchen cabinet, 
which can be partitioned freely, offer maximum 
stowage space for cutlery and cooking utensils, 
provisions and lots more. They can be pulled out 
quite far and allow convenient and easy access 
to all of the equipment stored there.

Lots of space for fresh food: 
The large jumbo refrigerator is part 
of the standard equipment. 
With a capacity of 160 litres and 
a separate freezer compartment, 
it keeps even very large quantities 
of groceries fresh with ease.

Pleasant seating height in bed:
In approximately three metre high vehicles 
there is plenty of room above the rear 
beds to sit up comfortably. 
Climbing in and out of bed is thereby 
made particularly easy – there is no 
need to duck your head here. 

Extra wide beds:
The 80 centimetre wide single beds at the 
rear offer first-class sleeping comfort. 
Thanks to the enormous headroom and 
legroom above the beds, you can use the 
enormous sleeping area completely – 
along its entire length.

Hymermobil B-Class SL – Highlights from series production

Secure power supply: 
The extremely powerful leisure battery 
with 160 Ah is housed in the multi-purpose 
double floor near the heating. If required, 
the onboard power supply can be supplemented 
with a second gel battery of the same size, 
thereby making a total of 320 Ah available. 

Secure storage, convenient handling: 
The easy-glide kitchen drawers and pull-out 
cupboards have a high quality Servo-Soft 
closing feature. When the engine is running, 
an automatic central locking function 
prevents unintentional opening or flapping 
of the kitchen storage compartments.

Cooking like at home: 
There is easily enough space for several large 
pots on the new extra large 3-flame cooker with 
electric ignition. Even the scope of cooking is 
considerably enhanced compared with previous 
models. The split folding glass cover serves as an 
additional work surface if required.
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Illustrations for example only. Changes possible.

190 L
175 L

More independence when travelling: 
The large water tanks increase the range 
to the next filling station and thereby 
facilitate more freedom and spontaneity. 
The fresh water tank in the double floor 
has a capacity of 190 litres, the grey 
water tank holds 175 litres.

Electric grey water drainage tap:
Drainage of the grey water tank can 
be controlled conveniently at the press 
of a button. The tank features an electric 
valve that can be opened and closed 
simply via the switch  located on the side 
in the rear garage.

Practical trip switch: 
Unlike the central power supply unit, 
the trip switch is not located in the double 
floor but in the wardrobe where it can 
be reached comfortably. In this way, power 
can be restored quickly should the switch 
be tripped.

Easily accessible drain valves: 
The whole supply installation system 
is designed so that all units are 
protected in the best way but still 
have easy access.

up to 
350 kg

Parking for bulky and heavy items:
In the huge rear garage there is plenty of 
space for bikes placed side-by-side. 
Even scooters or heavy, bulky items of 
luggage can be stowed here optimally – 
up to a maximum permissible load 
of 350 kilograms.

Hymermobil B-Class SL – Highlights from series production

Classy bathroom accessories: 
Both the open washrooms and the comfort 
washing area are equipped with high quality, 
elegant toothbrush cups and matching 
soap dispenser. The integrated toilet paper 
holder is recessed in the wall to save space 
and is easy to reach.

5 x
230 V

3 x
12 V

Vehicle services at a glance: The well laid 
out control panel shows the fresh water and 
grey water level, battery voltage, current 
consumption of the 230 V sockets, ambient 
temperature, ON/OFF status of the pump 
switch and other details. This means that the 
current service levels are always in check.

Plenty of sockets for appliances: With five 230 
volt and three 12 volt sockets, there are plenty of 
connection options available. In the seating group, 
washroom, kitchen, on the pull-out equipment cup-
board and at the TV point, 230 volt appliances can 
be connected, while 12 volt devices can be connec-
ted at the TV point and in the instrument panel.

Serene in ceramic: 
All of the washrooms are equipped with high 
quality ceramic toilets – just like the bathroom 
at home. The convenient transportable grey 
water roll tank is easily accessible and therefore 
particularly easy to remove and empty. 
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Discover even more highlights at a Hymer trading partner near you.

Safe 230 volt operation: The Waeco sinus inverter 
supplies 1.500 watts of continuous energy to the 
230 volt onboard electrical system. Thanks to a 
mains priority switch when the vehicle is hooked up 
to an external source and “sleep mode” when 
electrical consumers are switched off, energy is 
saved and the vehicle battery is laced under less load.

Perfect audio experience: 
Music lovers have a real treat in store with the 
Hilse Soundbox. As a digital sound processor 
(DSP) with integrated output stage (4 x 30 W), 
it prepares the audio signals for the loudspeakers 
installed in the cab, living space and rear optimally.

Valuables under lock and key:
Installed out of sight under the multi-purpose 
double floor, the optional mini safe keeps money, 
jewellery and documents safe from unauthorised 
access. The small but very sturdy safe is bolted 
firmly to the floor of the vehicle and fills the space 
of a floor compartment completely.

Daylight bright xenon light: 
Optimal view in the dark is guaranteed by the 
very bright, highly efficient bi-xenon headlights 
with automatic headlight range control and 
 integrated headlight washer system. They light 
up a particularly wide field of view with an 
 illumination very similar to daylight. 

Individual brightness:
The high quality aluminium rims afford the 
vehicle additional individuality and class 
even on the outside. Thanks to its low weight, 
not only are there payload reserves but the 
effectiveness of the suspension is increased, 
thereby improving driving comfort as well.

Hymermobil B-Class SL – Special equipment

For even more individual class
There is scope even with the most generous of standard equipment to further enhance the vehicle to meet 

individual design and comfort needs. Here is a selection of additional highlights that are available for your 

Hymermobil B-Class SL. Your Hymer trading partner will be happy to offer further assistance.

Longer WC use: With the aid of an optional 
pump system, the contents of the cassette toilet 
can be pumped out easily and hygienically into 
an additional frost-proof 65 litre black water 
tank. This makes it possible to extend the period 
of use when the bus is parked up, whether 
disposal stations are available or not.
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Illustrations for example only. Changes possible.

Fresh air guaranteed: 
The powerful “Fantastic Vent” electric 
roof fan above the kitchen ensures that 
steam and kitchen odours are kept at bay. 
This means that the air inside the vehicle 
stays nice and fresh – even if the outside 
temperature is not particularly  inviting. 

Electric drop-down bed: 
The 1.50 metre wide drop-down bed 
above the cab can be raised and lowered 
electrically with no effort whatsoever. 
The switch for the jolt-free electric drive 
is integrated on the front of the bed and can 
be reached from the living space with ease.

High tech in the kitchen: 
The tall TEC-Tower is a superlative item of 
 modern kitchen equipment in the motorhome. 
It comprises a fridge freezer unit (160 litres), 
an oven and a grill in a timeless classy design 
and impresses not only in terms of looks but 
also as a versatile helper.

Darkness at the press of a button:
The electric roller blinds of the windscreen 
 darken the cab area in a pleasant way. 
As an additional guard against cold and direct 
sunlight it also contributes towards a cosy 
 atmosphere all year round

Hymermobil B-Class SL – Special equipment

Vacuum cleaning made easy: 
With the integrated vacuum cleaner system, 
keeping the interior clean is a pleasure. 
Technology and dust bag are tucked away 
in the rear garage. 
To vacuum clean the interior, the hose is simply 
connected to the front of the sleeping area.

Additional energy reserve: 
The second leisure battery (160 Ah), 
which is installed as an option in the 
multi-purpose double floor, facilitates greater 
independence from external power sources. 
Even at prevailing low outside temperatures, 
this assures an adequate source of energy.

Great basis for kitchen work: 
The elegant and sturdy worktop made 
from high quality solid material stays looking 
good even under the toughest of conditions. 
It is extremely easy to keep clean 
and has a pleasant surface structure.

TV screen included onboard: 
The modern LED television with 22 inch screen 
is configured optimally for the requirements 
in the motorhome. 
Flat and lightweight, bright and energy-saving, 
anti-dazzle and anti-reflection, it provides great 
entertainment in the living area.
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“Castello” fabric design
(material: textile)

“Montasio” fabric design
(material: textile)

“Bolton” fabric design
(material: leather/textile)

“Barodino” fabric design
(material: textile)

“Charbonnel” fabric design
(material: textile)

“Viola” fabric design 
(material: textile)

Hymermobil B-Class SL – Interior design

Your style, your choice
The Hymermobil B-Class SL is presented with class and harmony. For an individual design, there is a whole 

range of extremely high quality and attractive fabric and carpet designs available. Put your own finishing 

touches to the interior!
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“Kiesel leather” fabric design
(material: leather)

“Havanna” carpet
(section: cab and living space)

“Avalon” carpet
(section: cab and living space)

“Paradiso” fabric design
(material: Ecotech/textile)

“Laviana” fabric design
(material: leather/textile)

 = Standard equipment   = Special equipment  

“Trinidad” fabric design
(material: leather/textile)

“Caramel leather” fabric design
(material: leather)

Hymermobil B-Class SL – Interior design
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Hymer – Land of discovery
Sweden 

Discover Sweden’s diversity. Unforgettable experience with nature.
Enjoy the most glorious routes with Hymer. Information all about “camping land” Sweden.

Find out more at: www.hymer.com/entdeckerlandschweden
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759

B 674 SL 4.500 kg

235

849

B 778 SL 5.000 kg
235

849

B 798 SL 5.000 kg

235

Hymermobil B-Class SL – Floor layouts

Boundless pleasure

“Independent and mobile without feeling  

in any way restricted: In the Hymermobil B Class SL  

this is possible in not one but three versions.”

 Bernhard Kibler, Head of Division Hymer-Reisemobile

With two axle chassis: B 674 SL 
with single beds and comfortable washroom.

Grand: B 778 SL
with single beds and large open washroom..

Imposing: B 798 SL
with classy, free-standing queen-size bed.
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B-Klasse B-Klasse 

HYMER AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
Postfach 1140
88330 Bad Waldsee
www.hymer.com

www.facebook.com/hymerAG

Note: 

This brochure describes the series status at the time of publication. 
Some of the photos contain optional extras. Despite careful checking 
of the contents, printing errors are not excluded. During the course 
of the model year, we reserve the right to make changes to equipment 
or product improvements. Before entering into a sales contract, 
please find out from our authorised Hymer dealership about the 
current product and model status.
In some cases, the vehicles are illustrated with optional extras that 
are contained in the valid price list and for which additional 
payment is required. The decorations illustrated are not part of the 
Hymer scope of supply. The specifications concerning the scope of 
supply, appearance, performance, dimensions and weights of the 
vehicles – dimensions within the scope of factory tolerances 
(max +/– 5%) are possible and permitted – correspond to the state 
of knowledge valid at the time of printing. They comply with 
European homologation regulations; these regulations may change 
up to the time of vehicle purchase or up to the time of delivery. 
Your Hymer dealer will be delighted to inform you of any changes 
and about the standard scope of supply.
 
Copyright by HYMER AG.
 
The water supply system meets 
the currentstate of the art as at 07/2011 
(EC Directive 2002/72/EC).
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